Abstract
Introduction
The quality of data produced by a sensor is governed by the systematic and random errors inherent in its measurements. Random error is typically caused by hardware limitations of the sensor device combined with background noise from the environment. Systematic errors result in biased measurements, the detection and removal of these can be achieved by calibration. Yielding data which is quantifiably more accurate. This paper concerns itself with the self-calibration of one sensor in particular: a 3D laser scanner. The key idea lies in the exploitation of a closed-form measure of calibration quality derived directly from the measurement stream. We place no constraints or assumptions on the sensor surroundings: it is entirely general.
Specifically we quantify the crispness of a point cloud using a measure of entropy known as Rényi Quadratic Entropy (RQE). This measure allows us to calibrate for both the geometric (where) and temporal (when) parameters of our system. This is achieved by formulating an optimization problem. We adjust the geometric and temporal calibration parameters of our system to maximize the quality of the point cloud.
We evaluate the performance of our algorithm using a 3D laser scanner built from off-the-shelf components. 2D laser sensors are ubiquitous in the field of robotics and by taking several of these sensors and rotating their scanning plane it is possible to create a 3D laser scanner at a significantly lower cost than the Velodyne laser scanner (Velodyne Acoustics 2007), with commensurate accuracy and, importantly, a full field of view. We evaluate the selfcalibration performance of this sensor while using our technique on 30 different test sites and demonstrate excellent repeatability.
To further validate our approach we use a simulation which generates laser scans with the same statistical noise properties as our physical device. By generating these laser scans from known ground truth calibration parameters we quantify and evaluate the accuracy of our approach.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a background to this work and discusses related work. Section 3 describes the parametrization of our system, outlining both the geometric and temporal calibration parameters. In Section 4 we introduce the cost function used to express the quality of the point cloud. In Section 5 we form an optimization problem over the calibration parameters of our system. In Section 6 we discuss the results obtained and provide a quantifiable measure of the accuracy of our calibration method via simulation. We discuss our conclusions and future work in Section 7.
Related work
3D laser range finding sensors are becoming both popular and important in the field of mobile robots, on account of their ability to produce detailed maps of their environment as in Hu and Zhang (2009) , Levinson et al. (2007) and Harrison and Newman (2008) , to detect and classify objects in a scene (Endres et al. 2009; Lai and Fox 2009) , as well as for segmenting moving objects from a scene (Steinhauser et al. 2008) . Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) techniques have also benefited from the dense geometric representations offered by 3D range data (Cole et al. 2005; Nuchter et al. 2005; Fairfield 2009; Valencia et al. 2009; Kümmerle et al. 2011) . This data can be used to model city environments by merging aerial and ground views (Fruh and Zakhor 2003; Kümmerle et al. 2011) , as well as to recover the trajectory of a robot (Harrison and Newman 2008; Bosse and Zlot 2009) .
There are three common genres of devices capable of producing 3D laser point clouds, push broom, nodder/rocker and rotational, each with their own advantages. The push broom laser is the simplest and cheapest method. A 2D laser scanner is rigidly attached to a vehicle and samples the environment as it is pushed through it. Push broom data can be gathered from a single sensor (Kaushik et al. 2009; Gao and Spletzer 2010) or gathered from multiple sensors simultaneously and then fused together (Levinson et al. 2007; Underwood et al. 2010) . The drawback of such a configuration is that the lasers can only sample the environment already passed by the vehicle.
3D point clouds can also be obtained by attaching 2D laser sensors to a nodding mechanism (Harrison and Newman 2008; Keqiang et al. 2009; Valencia et al. 2009 ), moving the scanning plane of the 2D sensor. However, the nodder/rocker mechanism also has drawbacks; the velocity profile of nodder mechanisms can cause the laser to spend a disproportionate amount of time sampling the extrema of its field of view (for example, the ceiling and floor). In addition to this, nodding scanners typically have a limited field of view. Finally, clouds can also be created by continually rotating a planar laser sensor thus sampling the environment in a full 360
• view around the laser scanner. Such sensors find application in surveying, for example an AESINGCH MStar 8000 is used by Hu and Zhang (2009) . While it produces a high-quality point cloud the scanner takes a long time to fully sample its environment, sampling at a rate of just 8000 points per second but at a high accuracy of 6 mm range error on each scan point. In the robotics domain, both Bosse and Zlot (2009) and Ueda et al. (2006) have attached a 2D laser scanner to a rotating mechanism allowing the 2D laser to sweep 3D volumes. The design of both of these laser scanners has greatly simplified the problem of geometric calibration by aligning the axis of rotation with the centre of the scanning axis of the laser sensor. This geometric simplification is not as easy when more than one laser sensor has been used. A unique approach to 3D laser scanning is taken in Ryde and Hu (2008) . Here 2D laser scans are extended to 3D by use of a rotating mirror, however this method reduces the field of view of the laser scanner and also introduces several extra unknown parameters to the system such as the mirror shape and geometry. The popular but expensive Velodyne HDL64-E (Velodyne Acoustics 2007) laser range finder uses 64 lasers on a continuously rotating head to provide high-bandwidth data over an elevational range of 26.8
• . It is easy to understand the popularity of this system: it is a high-data-rate system, producing dense point cloud data and is in some ways, a plug and play system. However, it is not without calibration issues and recently (Levinson and Thrun 2010) describe a way of calibrating this sensor.
Our system also falls into the rotational category (Sheehan et al. 2010) . It employs three SICK LMS-151 laser scanning units, each with a nominal range of 50 m, mounted on a spinning plate. Figure 1 shows the arrangement, which allows for 360
• azimuthal coverage and almost full elevational coverage, the only unobservable volume being a cylinder through the vertical axis of rotation. While the measurement throughput of our system does not match that of the Velodyne, the field of view is much greater and measurement fidelity is superior.
Calibration tasks relating to range sensors can be broadly divided into two main categories: geometric and temporal calibration routines. Both forms of calibration are essential to achieve high measurement fidelity from a sensor on a mobile platform. There have been many previous approaches to temporal calibration. For example, in Carballo et al. (2007) a Sokuiki laser sensor is synchronized with a host computer using information from time stamps alone. Timing offsets are estimated by taking an average of the time stamps from the two devices. Clock skew estimation is sporadically compensated for, resulting in the timing calibration getting worse until re-estimation is performed again. A similar approach is taken by Tungadi and Kleeman (2008) , where the issue of time synchronization between different sensors on a robotic platform is investigated. Data and time stamps are gathered from a robot's odometry as well as from a Hokuyo URG laser range finder. In order to keep the timing offsets between the lasers and the logging PC to under 1 ms they readjust their timing parameters approximately every 3 minutes. They remove the timing offset between odometry and laser measurements by comparing inferred motion from a single laser beam and odometry measurements while undergoing sinusoidal motion. A similarly bespoke timing calibration is performed in Harrison and Newman (2008) by minimizing the area enclosed by the curve (loop) formed by rendering only the range measurement from the forward facing beam of a nodding laser.
The problem of geometrically calibrating laser devices has typically been one of discovering the transformation between the odometry centre of a robot and a 2D laser sensor with a single beam, often by supplying the evaluation space with bespoke calibration targets. For example the approach of Underwood et al. (2010) relies on the high remittance values of laser measurements taken from a pole covered in retro-reflective tape, thus simplifying the segmentation of the pole from the environment. A cost function is devised which seeks to make the pole appear as compact as possible, when viewed from multiple vantage points. An optimization step provides estimates of the offset and rotation between the laser sensor and the vehicles odometry centre. A similar technique is applied in Gao and Spletzer (2010) , where retro-reflective markers are again attached to poles. This paper offers a computational efficiency increase by reposing the non-linear optimization problem as a second-order cone problem.
Multi-beam 3D laser scanning is a relatively recent development in the field of robotics and the problem of calibration has received relatively little attention. Muhammad and Lacroix (2010) found calibration parameters for the Velodyne HDL64-E by taking scans of a flat wall from multiple distances. A principle component analysis (PCA) technique is used to fit a plane to the data representing the wall, with a cost function devised to minimize the variance of the 3D data along a direction normal to the plane. This technique again relies on the use of a dedicated calibration target.
The most similar and recent work to our own is that of Levinson and Thrun (2010) , which produces an excellent calibration for a Velodyne laser sensor. Both papers form a cost function which captures the overall quality of a point cloud. Similarly both papers minimize their respective cost functions by adjusting calibration parameters. In the approach of Levinson and Thrun (2010) these are the angular displacement and range offset between individual Velodyne laser beams and a 6-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) transform between the vehicle's IMU and the Velodyne. In our work these parameters are the poses of the laser units on the sensor's spinning plate and the timing offsets between the clocks of each laser and the logging PC. Whilst the underlying idea is the same (to maximize the quality of the point cloud), the formulation and calculation of the cost functions vary. The cost function of Levinson and Thrun (2010) is based on an ICP style point-to-plane metric, involving a closest-point correspondence step and local surface normal calculation from neighbouring points. Intuitively, they seek to maximize local planarity. Our method makes use of an entropy-based cost function with soft data association and no explicit computation of normals. Its large basin of convergence and minimal tuning parameters are key advantages.
Our previous work (Sheehan et al. 2010 ) describes the design, construction and automatic self-calibration of a 3D laser scanner, through the development of an entropy-based cost function capturing the degree of organization of a point cloud. The performance of the calibration routine was evaluated through the construction of a simulator, which was used to generate laser scans with known true calibration parameters. In this work, we draw from Sheehan et al. (2010) and expand on it. In particular, we provide a more comprehensive literature review, results from calibration experiments with data from 30 different locations, and extra simulation results. We also discuss an efficiency modification to the original cost function that results from partitioning the point clouds generated by the sensor.
System parameters
While our approach is not limited to a specific design of sensor, in this paper we have applied it to the calibration of the sensor shown in Figure 1 . What follows in later sections will be clearer if we use this sensor as a working example throughout the paper. In this section we describe a kinematic chain which, with knowledge of plate position, can be used to transform raw laser scans into a global reference frame. We also outline the methods we have used to ensure that all clocks in the system run at the same rate. This reduces the temporal calibration problem to that of discovering the timing offset between each constituent clock in the system.
Kinematic chain
With reference to Figure 2 , consider a laser L i that takes measurements Z i = {z 1 . . . z m } of a set of locations, X i = {x 1 . . . x m } as it is swept around by the plate. A measurement z j = r j , θ j , φ j T consists of the range r j , the laser's mirror angle θ j and the plate position φ j . Our sensor model h i is
T is the set of extrinsic calibration parameters for laser L i , as shown in Figure 2 .
To estimate the position of the measured points given the measurements, we apply the inverse sensor model, resulting in a kinematic chain:
Here R {x,y,z} and T {x,y,z} are, respectively, rotations about and translations along a given axis. By amalgamating a series of measurements over a period of time we are able to produce a 3D point cloud,X i = {x 1 . . .x m } for laser L i . Pooling measurements Z = {Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 } from all three lasers produces our final point cloud,X = {X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 }.
Learning the mapping between clocks
For clarity, we introduce some timing terminology. Clock offset is the difference in reported time between two clocks. The offset of clock a relative to clock b at time t is defined as C a ( t) −C b ( t). Clock frequency is the rate, C ( t) at which a clock runs. It will always be a positive quantity (enforcing that time does not run backwards). Skew is the difference in frequency between two clocks. The skew of clock a relative
The fidelity of the measured point cloudX is highly dependent on the quality of the extrinsic calibration parameters and the accuracy of the plate rotation measurements. The latter being a function of the accuracy of the time stamps on both the plate encoder measurements and the individual laser measurements. Ideally we would have some function mapping laser measurement time stamps t j , to plate position measurements, so that φ j := φ( t j ), but this would unrealistically require all devices to agree on the time. In fact each LMS-151 time stamps its data using an internal clock; similarly, a microprocessor time stamps its readings of the plate encoder with its own internal clock. The situation is illustrated by Figure 3 . 2 . The location of laser L i on the plate is defined by three parameters: τ i is the distance of the beam origin from the centre of the plate, α i is the angle between the laser's scanning plane and the tangent vector to the plate and λ i is the angle subtended between beam origins as shown. For convenience we always set λ 1 = 0. These extrinsic parameters are automatically recovered using an optimization procedure based on maximizing point cloud quality.
The clocks in consumer grade equipment are notoriously temperature sensitive and there are no guarantees of accuracy. We performed an experiment where an LMS-151 was run continuously for 5 days and its time stamps recorded. At the end of the experiment, the clock had lost over 90 seconds compared with an accurate clock measuring UTC time. This is wholly inadequate for our needs.
We could transfer all of the data to a central Hub PC and apply common time stamps upon receipt. For our application this would impose unacceptable noise, due to variable transport and buffering delays. Instead we choose to learn the mapping between the clocks on the different devices. We apply the algorithm of Moon et al. (1999) to determine the relative frequency of each of the clocks relative to the clock of the Hub PC. Our implementation uses the efficient convex hull algorithm outlined in Zhang et al. (2002) , which allows rapid online estimation of relative clock parameters. It operates by performing a linear programming optimization on one-way offset measurements gathered from two clocks, which are separated by a variable delay data network. The algorithm can also recover the offset between the clocks, up to but not including the minimum transport delay, which is unobservable from one-way timing data alone.
After mapping device time stamps into Hub PC time stamps, we treat the unknown minimum transport delays as calibration parameters. Here η i represents the offset between laser time stamps and plate position time stamps for the ith laser. Thus, if we can determine the offsets, we can obtain the correct plate position readings for every laser 
Sections 5 and 6 show how the unknown offsets can be determined by considering their effect on measured point cloud quality.
A measure of point cloud quality
We now seek to define a measure of point cloud crispness, that will allow us to estimate the optimal calibration parameters for the system, resulting in a point cloud of high quality. Intuitively, we seek to find the calibration parameters which maximize the crispness of the point cloud.
We assume that our point cloud measurementsX = {x 1 . . .x N } are drawn from an underlying distribution, p( x) representing the probability of drawing a measurement from a given location, x. To obtain an approximation of p( x) we apply the Parzen Window (Parzen 1962) density estimation method. Using a Gaussian kernel centred on each data point, we are able to represent p( x) as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM),
where G( μ, ) is a Gaussian with mean μ and covariance . An isotropic kernel is used, where = σ 2 I, with σ being our system's only tuning parameter.
The 'crispness' of the point cloud can now be linked to the entropy of p( x). The more crisp the point cloud, the more 'peaky' the distribution p( x) will be. An entropy measure proposed by (Rényi 1961 ) turns out to offer an efficient way to quantify the compactness of a GMM distribution (Principe and Xu 1999) (as well as being a useful tool in the field of point cloud registration (Tsin and Kanade 2004) ). The Rényi entropy H R of a stochastic variable X with probability distribution function (p.d.f.) p( x) is defined as
The parameter α determines how event probabilities are weighted: high values of α approaching infinity consider only the highest probability events, whereas lower values of α weight high and low probability events more equally. For the case where α → 1, Equation (5) becomes the familiar Shannon entropy measure (Shannon 1948) . For α = 2 we obtain
which is known as the RQE. Substituting the GMM of Equation (4) into Equation (6) gives
Noting that the convolution of two Gaussians can be simplified to (8) we obtain a closed-form expression for the RQE of a GMM,
Equation (9) can be thought of as a measure of the compactness of the points in X with an information-theoretic provenance, for which the only free parameter is σ . For the purposes of optimization it is noted that the logarithm is a monotonic operator and the scale factor is unnecessary, so those terms are dropped to produce our cost function,
which depends only on pairwise distances between measured points inX.
System identification

Formulating the optimization problem
Substituting the inverse sensor model of Equation (1) into Equation (10), while compensating for the time lag offset corrections of Equation (3) T , giving the cost function that we seek to optimize:
First we obtain the timing offsets H. The errors caused by incorrect offset values are proportional to the angular velocity of the plate. In the particular case of our sensor, it is sufficient (but not necessary) to use measurements from a single beam angle in the plane of the rotating plate. Fixing τ i and α i to nominal values, we use a quasi-Newton method to optimize over the cost function of Equation (11),
The optimization of Equation (12) must be performed with data collected at different plate speeds. This is because at a constant speed a time lag manifests itself as a rotation in the point cloud with no distortion. However, if the plate accelerates, the point cloud twists, thereby affecting E. The larger the variation in the plate speeds, the better conditioned the calibration problem becomes. Now that the lasers are temporally calibrated we use our values ofĤ to findτ i andα i . At this point we require that a general point in space can be observed from two distinct sensor configurations. In our case we can see that this constraint is met by considering Figure 4 : a given point in space can be observed from both sides of the plate. Ideally, the two laser beams will sample precisely the same 3D point, although in reality this is a soft constraint: there simply needs to be some overlap between the Gaussian kernels centred on each point at the density estimation stage. The more general case (for example with a Velodyne) requires that X be formed from observations from at least two known locations.
We optimize to obtain estimates of extrinsic parameters τ and α, where τ = [τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ]
T and α = [α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ] T ,
Next we seek the relative alignment λ where λ = [λ 2 , λ 3 ]
T between the beam origins of each of the lasers. Again we use our optimized valuesτ ,α,Ĥ,
A final optimization over all free geometric parameters is performed to refine the crispness of the point cloud. 
Note that a system with n lasers will have 3n − 1 geometric parameters to optimize over.
An efficiency
Consider now the point clouds generated by the horizontal beams emanating from each laser. In our case we have three lasers, so six such point clouds can be built. We denote this partitioning as
where the superscript indicates the source laser and the subscript indicates which of the two horizontal beams are being used. Note that intuitively, it is the relationship between these point clouds which is important: they should completely overlap each other. That is what matters. Furthermore, note that if we optimized the RQE using just one element in the partitioning X, then minimization could be achieved by shrinking τ to zero (thus reducing the overall point cloud size and by implication the RQE). Indeed, this observation lies behind the multi-view constraint described in Section 5.1. These observations lead us to consider evaluating the RQE using just the cross terms between elements of X p so that the pointsx i andx j in Equation (9) belong to different elements of X p . We stress that it is not incorrect to use the full RQE formulation, it will still work. The RQE cost does capture the overlap between successive passes over the scene and so long as the multi-view constraint is met, inappropriate cloud shrinkage is avoided. It is simply that one can remove from the overall cost the effects of point-to-point pairings which cannot usefully influence convergence.
We can now state a modified form of the objective function. Recall that our original analysis considered the laser measurements to be a Gaussian kernel in a Parzen approximation to an underlying p.d.f. If, as already described, we partition X into subsets of point clouds (and by implication p.d.f 's) we can write
where P, Q ∈ X p , P = Q, which is a sum over the weighted exponentiated distances between all possible points in pairings of subsets of X p .
Results
In this section we investigate the outcomes of our calibration process using both real and simulated data.
Results from real data
To test our calibration method we have applied our calibration approach to real data collected from our 3D laser scanner, shown in Figure 1 at 30 different locations around our laboratory complex, this dataset contains office spaces, laboratories, and corridor segments. Estimates for spatial and temporal parameters were obtained from Equations (12), (13) and (14). Our aim is to show that our approach is robust to the structure of the scene in which calibration is occurring. While it is not possible to provide the mean error for these results as the ground truth calibration parameters for our laser are unknown (that after all is what motivates this work), we provide the mean and standard deviation of the estimates in Table 1 along with box plots in Figure 6 to illustrate their spread. Figure 5 shows two planar point clouds created from a single horizontal beam while the plate frequency was varied between 0 and 2 Hz. One plot is generated assuming zero timing offset, η i = 0 and the other for the deduced optimal lag value η i =η i obtained from the optimization of Equation (12). Figure 6 (d) shows the spread of η i for all three lasers with the mean value subtracted. The boxes span the 25th and 75th percentiles. There is no single correct value of η, as the timing offset value will be different each time the system is started, however we note that no timing offsets lie more than 2 ms from the mean, indicating that both our system and our timing calibration routine perform with consistent timing offset. Table 1 shows statistics resulting from running our procedure on data from the 30 The radial terms τ show a 3 mm standard deviation which is perhaps larger than one would hope for but looking at the box plots in Figure 6 we can see this is attributable in part to just a few outliers, perhaps due to environments which caused a large number of mixed measurements. The angular parameters are very consistent, which speaks for the fact that these parameters have a marked effect on the point cloud quality; in contrast changing the plate radius τ a few millimetres has a proportionally smaller effect on point cloud entropy. Figure 6 shows the spread of the geometric parameters around their mean values. The boxes span the 25th and 75th percentiles. Figure 7 shows a contour plot of the cost surface generated in Equation (13) using real data. The cost surface can be seen to have a reasonable basin of convergence, with a single minimum even with up to a metre of error in τ and one radian of error in α
Timing calibration
Geometric calibration
Convergence
Performance verification
Given the lack of ground truth values for our calibration parameters it is hard to numerically quantify the accuracy of our results. To show that our calibration procedures estimate the true underlying parameters and to provide quantifiable accuracy, we use a series of Monte Carlo simulations using synthetic laser data. Our simulator generates measurements z i polluted by additive noise N z ∼ N( 0, σ 2 z ) with σ z = 0.012 m to match the statistical noise of the real laser measurements and with system parameters set to η = 30 ms τ true = 0.20 m, α true = 0
• and λ true = 120
• , 240
• respectively, 1500 simulated runs were performed. Table 2 shows the results of these tests. λ converged to an error range of 0.22
• for all 1500 runs despite being seeded with a worst case value of λ = 180
• . Here τ had an error range of 0.004 m, α had an error range of 1
• and the temporal lag η has a mean error of just 400μs.
Selection of the free parameter (σ )
We also leverage the simulation to show how variation of the free parameter σ affects our estimates of calibration α ( parameters by varying σ between 0.1 and 2 m. Figure 8 shows that estimates of τ and α become increasingly inaccurate with larger values of σ , this motivates setting σ to a small value. On the other hand, consider Figure 9 , which shows the behaviour of the objective function −E as a function of timing lag for different values of σ . We see that as σ decreases the cost function becomes more 'peaky'. At very small values many local minima are introduced to the cost function making optimization challenging. In the limit the cost function degenerates into a set of delta functions. Practically we choose an initial value of σ which is significantly larger (times 10) than the noise in the measurements, providing a cost function with a large basin of convergence, which can be optimized to give an initial calibration estimate. This estimate can then be used to seed a subsequent optimization with a value of σ close to the measurement noise of the system. It is not a requirement to use different values of σ . However, if the true calibration value is truly unknown the calibration procedure can be run once with a large convergence basin (large value of σ ) to obtain a good estimate of the parameter(s) and then ran again with a smaller value of σ to obtain a more accurate result. A typical calibration process consists of two optimizations, each with a different value of sigma.
Computational performance and run times
Interpreting Equation (16) literally, this gives our cost function a computational complexity of O( N 2 ), where N is the number of points in the point cloud. As geometric calibration only needs to be performed when the sensor is reconfigured, only the temporal calibration routine needs to be run on powering up the sensor. On a single core of a 2.66 GHz Core2Duo processor, our implementation in Matlab typically takes around 2 seconds of computation per laser. We find that 15 seconds of gathered data is generally sufficient, with the optimization taking around 5 iterations to converge.
We have shown that it is perfectly feasible to compute the entropy using the full O( N 2 ) cost function and therefore calibrate the system on-line. If required, the cost could be substantially reduced by using an efficient search structure such as a kd-tree (Friedman et al. 1977) . This exploits the property that our cost function is inherently sparse; distant point pairs have negligible impact on the overall entropy. Using such a scheme, the computational complexity can be reduced to O( kN log N), where k is the local neighbourhood size.
Discussion
Having calibrated our system, we provide examples of generated point clouds. Figure 10 shows data taken from an indoor office environment while rotating at 1 Hz and Figure  11 shows a typical outdoor scene. Qualitatively the images appear crisp, as the RQE measure has been optimized over all calibration parameters for each point cloud. We stress that the point of this paper is not subjectively fine images but objectively crisp point clouds as demonstrated from the previous figures and tables.
Our algorithm performs excellently in regions containing planar or non-planar surfaces, requiring only that the environment is well represented by the samples. Owing to the diameter of the laser spots in our particular sensor, areas of foliage are not well represented and tend to generate many spurious measurements.
We have found that the accuracy of the geometric calibration parameters is sensitive to even a small error (>1 ms) in the temporal calibration values. This is because of the pronounced smearing effect that incorrect lag values have on the point cloud ( Figure 5 ). This highlights the importance of good temporal calibration.
The standard deviation of our calibration results from simulated data is slightly lower than that of our results from real data. There are a few possible reasons for this. First, the quality of the simulated data is better than that of the data from the laser scanner. In addition, laser scanners can suffer from a phenomenon known as mixed measurements (Skrzypczynski 2008) , where spurious range measurements are produced by the reflection of a laser beam from two different surfaces. This effect was not simulated and although we have filtered our data for these measurements some still remain and detract from the overall quality of the point cloud.
Nevertheless, the calibration process produces good results, with a low spread in calibration parameter values across all test sites. 10 . A crisp point cloud of our lab generated using optimized valuesˆ andĤ. Point colouring is based on laser reflectance values. This point cloud was achieved at a plate speed of 1 Hz. Fig. 11 . A point cloud generated of a typical outdoor environment. Visualized a few metres from the laser scanner. Plate speed is 1 Hz.
Conclusions
In this paper we have described our new 3D laser scanner, which has a full field of view. We have formed a cost function which describes the quality of a point cloud from first principles. This is achieved by treating the point cloud measurements as samples drawn from a p.d.f. covering the true underlying environment. By forming a GMM over these samples we obtain a probabilistic interpretation of the underlying structure of the environment. By evaluating and minimizing the RQE of this distribution we obtain optimal calibration parameters. We have shown that our formulation provides consistent calibration values across scenes with a low variance. Through the use of a Monte Carlo simulator we have quantified the accuracy of our calibration method.
Future work
In Section 6.3 we outlined how the convexity of the cost function varies with free calibration parameter σ . We have used a single value of σ throughout the paper. Although this is the only parameter to our system we believe that by intelligently varying the value of σ across the point cloud -for example, by increasing it in regions where the points are more sparse we can obtain a better estimation of the underlying probability distribution. We have also evaluated our Gaussians with a fixed spherical shape of σ 2 I. We are currently investigating how this spherical model could be replaced with an alternative which captures indications of the local surface properties. Given that we already know σ can have a substantial effect on performance. Our sense is that modulating σ appropriately will produce a further improvement in precision. This is ongoing work.
